
My HHO ( Browns Gas ) Generators

My HHO Generators will work on any gasoline, diesel, petrol, LP, or Natural Gas 
vehicle.  Each Model has it's limitations as to how large an engine it will handle without 
pushing it to it's limits.

Model 4.5 DIY in kit form, ( if assembled properly ) is capable of comfortably 
handling up to 6 liter engines.  Up to12 MMW rating  It is in an assembly kit form and 
includes the parts to build the generator,  and a starter Packet of E-22 electrolyte. 
ONLY.  Nothing else is included.

Mini Mite  is capable of comfortably handling up to a 3.1 liter engine 11 MMW.  It is a 
Factory assembled unit  and comes with our standard wiring kit,  and a starter pack of 
E-22 Electrolyte  Nothing Else.

Mini Mite II  Is capable of comfortably handling up to a 3.6 liter engine 11.5 MMW.  It 
is a factory assembled Complete System and comes with out Black Box Controller 3,  
our EFIE & MAF/MAP 2 in 1 Combo AFR Control and our standard wiring and install 
kit and full strength E-22.  All you need to furnish is some 18 gauge wire to attach your 
sensor connections to the AFR control.

2013 Model 4.8 is capable of comfortably handling up to a 5.9 liter engine 12.5 MMW  
It is a factory assembled unit and comes with a Starter Packet of E-22,  a wiring kit 
with all needed electrical fittings,  relay,  fuse holder and reinforced fill hose.  Nothing 
else.

New Model 4.9 is capable of handling up to a 6.5 liter engine,  13.5 MMW It is a 
factory assembled complete system and comes with our Black Box Controller 3,  
Complete install kit and our EFIE & MAF/MAP 2 in 1 Combo AFR Control and full 
Strength E-22.  All you need to furnish is some 18 gauge wire to attach your sensor 
connections to the EFIE 2 in 1 control.

Model 5.1  is capable of comfortably handling up to 6.9 liter engines. 19. MMW It is a 
Custom built Complete System,  and is the most efficient generator in the World.  It 
comes with a complete install kit,  full strength E-22 electrolyte, our World Famous 
Black Box Controller  ( for control of the Generator )  And Your choice of the 
Tuning 101 AFR Control Center ( Narrow Band,   Wide Band,   or Diesel Module.)  
All you need to furnish is a Scan Tool and 18AWG wire for your hookups from your 
sensors to the AFR Control Center.  Normal Ship time 14 business days. This can vary 
depending on demand.  We have experienced as much as a three week wait.



The Pure Power “Y” Tee Mite is capable of comfortably handling up to a 10 liter 
engine.   16 MMW.  This Generator has the highest output per amp of any 12 volt 
system generator in the World.  It is a Custom Built Complete System,    It includes   
everything you need including our Tuning 101 AFR control Center.  Choice of 
Narrow band, or Wide band, or Diesel and our World Famous Black Box 
Controller #3.   All you need to furnish is a Scan Tool and 18AWG wire for your 
hookups from your sensors to the AFR Control Center.  Normal Ship time 21 business 
days.

Diesel applications are quite different than other fossil fuels.  Please ask for Tuning 
101 Part 4 regarding diesel applications,  and see our NEW Diesel AFR Control 
Module Which is available with any of our complete systems,  or as a purchased 
add on with any of our individual Generators.

Here is a list of the items that you will need for a Complete & Successful 
installation on a gasoline powered vehicle.  You will need to use our New Diesel 
AFR Module instead of the Tuning 101 AFR Control on Diesel Engines

1. Efficient HHO Generator  ( 8.0 MMW or Higher. )
2. Wiring, relay, inline fuse holder, gas hose, Misc.  crimp on wire fittings
3. E-22 electrolyte  28% ratio by weight.
4. Black Box Controller with ammeter  ( Amp Meter )
5. EFIE & MAF/MAP combo minimally or #6 on this list for the Best.
6. Tuning 101 AFR Control Center. ( Choice of wide band, narrow band, or Diesel )
7. 18 AWG stranded and shielded copper wire multiple colors.  ( we do not sell )
8. Scan Tool capable of reading live data streams.       (  we do not sell  )


